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VISUAL SCHEDULES 

✓ Show with text and with pictures what the schedule and 

expectations are   

 

TRANSITION CUES 

✓ Choose an attention getter that indicates that you want to speak to the kids 

✓ Choose ways in which kids know that it is time to transition from one activity to another. These can 

be visual or verbal. 

o i.e. countdowns, flicking the lights, singing a song, chimes ringing, etc.  

TIMERS  

• Show kids how long they must do activities for. 

• This provides a discrete beginning and end to an activity. 

 

CHECKLISTS 

✓ It provides steps for the activities and/or tasks  

✓ Provide a structured goal 

✓ Help to keep kids focused 

✓ Help to break down complex tasks 

 

FRONTLOADING 

✓ Provides kids with information about what the activity will be, what to expect, etc. through pictures, 

videos or text 

o i.e. A social story, open houses, videos of what the program will be like, meeting the coach or 

teacher day 

REVIEWING EXPECTED NORMS and CELEBRATION 

✓ Describe with visuals the positive behaviors that you desire and post it for all kids to see it 

o i.e. “I can line up and stay in my space” 
 

✓ You can avoid repeating instructions about a certain transition or task 

repeatedly by talking about norms/learning targets for each activity, or 

for being part of the community, etc.  

✓ Celebrate when norms are followed, and positive behaviors are 

happening.  
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DIVERSE PLANNING 

✓ You are not creating a plan for each kid with diverse abilities. 

✓ The easier way is to Set up Tasks with Variations (basic-moderate-advanced stations that are 

named for the task)  

o i.e. balloon v-ball, beach ball v-ball, v-ball, etc. 

✓ Everyone gets a chance to practice/perform at their own skill level 

 

✓ Avoid singling out kids 

 

BREAKS 

✓ Constant Breaks embedded into your routines  

✓ Show visuals of ideas to take breaks 

✓ Avoid associating break areas with “time outs, consequences, etc” 

✓ Breaks are proactive not a reaction or crisis intervention  

✓ Create an area to get away from noise or have a drink of 

water or a snack 

o Have important alternate roles so kids can “calm 

down” by doing something else for a while and 

then come back to the activity they are at before 

o i.e. Scenarios and Matching 

 

  

AKA “CHALLENGE” 
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30 second check-in 

✓ Establishing connections with each child by sharing a 

joke, greeting, initiating a conversation. 

✓ This acknowledges everyone in your group.  

 

Include Clients’ Interests and Strengths 

✓ Notice kids interests and favorite topics and incorporate them into the tasks and activities  

o i.e. They enjoy “Pokémon”, so we can name a task to correspond with a favorite 

character action 

✓  Whenever possible reframe activities to reflect kids’ interests, play and fun  

 

Provide Choices 

✓ At every opportunity, offer choices to kids. 

o i.e. which ball should we use, do you want to start on this corner or 

the other one 

✓ We want to use closed choices  

o i.e. do you want a 2 minute or a 4 minute break; what are three 

things we can do while we wait for our teammates to show up  

✓ Giving kids “open choice” in unstructured free time is where they tend to 

fall apart. 

 

Group Motivation 

✓ Keep track of points that helps to celebrate positive behaviors and help the kids to see how they are 

achieving a goal.  

o i.e. a marble jar, a climb up the mountain, reaching a destination with steps, etc.  

✓ Group reward system that brings acknowledgement of teamwork, recognition of team member 

contributions, celebration of achievements  
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It is beneficial to be prepared with a range of teaching strategies. These are some possible approaches: 

 

RULE OF THREE OR CHUNKING 

✓ Try to keep all instructions as short and simple as possible.  

✓ Chunk the information into 2-3 steps at a time, once they achieved the 

first three steps, then move on to the next 3 steps.  

✓ Avoid bombarding with so many more steps/instructions to focus on, 

too much information is overwhelming 

 

SHOW AND SAY 

✓ Anytime you say something you need to show it as well 

✓ Do not rely on verbal instruction only 

o Modeling, have a kid model, draw a diagram, role play, video, photos, “pretend”, “follow 

the leader to imitate steps for tasks, etc. 

 

VISUAL CUES  

✓ Show kids where to start an activity and where to end it 

o Put a sticker where the hands go to hold a tool  

o Post a photo of the steps to do an activity 

o Tapes, lines, Hooks or any other markers 

BREAK IT DOWN 

✓ If a task seems too difficult for kids to do then break it down  

✓ If you are repeating something over and over again or kids are struggling with the same task  

✓ If a kid is struggling with an activity, then break the activity even more, simpler, basic steps first 

then as kids master these move on to the next progression of steps. 

 

BE SPECIFIC WHEN GIVING FEEDBACK  

✓ Name the step or action that was performed, how it was done  

o “I saw that you worked really hard to get your hands on the 

right spot today” 

o Do a self-evaluation for kids meeting their learning targets  

 

MIX UP, EXPERIMENT WITH ACTIVITIES 

✓ When fun is absent and boredom settles, kids also tend to act out  

o I.e. Role Play scenario old coach vs new coach 
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STRATEGIC PAIRING 

✓ Consciously pair and group kids that will model skills to each other, help each 

other, etc.  

✓ This helps kids to work with a variety of people 

✓ Avoid letting kids pick their own groups all the time 

 

GROUP ROLES  

✓ Roles for the group members  

o note taker, timekeeper, clip board organizer, etc. 

✓ For older kids you can have them apply for the role that they want, just briefly provide one 

paragraph why they should get the role, what qualifies them to do the job. 

 

CREATE GROUP RITUALS 

✓ Create routines for the beginning and end of day 

✓ Create ways to celebrate achievement  

o i.e. Team high five, cheers, songs, etc.  

 

CREATE NORMS  

✓ Identify five things that you can commit to as a group,  

o kids can make their suggestions and adult shapes the wording 

and what stays.  

✓ Refer to these norms consistently so the norms are practiced, focus on 

and reminded.  

✓ Everyone should be safe, physically and socially. Any bullying should be 

addressed immediately. 

 

BEING INTENTIONAL ABOUT ESTABLISHING RATIOS FOR ACTIVITIES  

✓ Consider what activities can be done on your own and what activities should be done when 

other adults are available to help. 

✓ Consider putting out a call for volunteers.  

✓ Split up the group to ensure everyone has the support they need. 

o This support could be from fellow students, peer tutors or adults. 

  


